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Introduction
Although the contributions of molecular beams to physics far outshadow those to chemistry, there are enough of the latter to merit a
separate review (some chemical studies are included in more general
reviews.1'2'3»4) For the present purposes, molecular beam experiments
in chemistry are considered to fall into three classes :
(1) Measurement of atomic and molecular properties.
(2) Sampling of chemical systems.
(3) Study of molecular collisions.
Category (1), the measurement of energy levels, moments, polarizabilities, etc., will be omitted as being properly physics, although the
results are often of use in chemical problems. Category (2) is treated
only in outline. Although the results are of great chemical interest
(vapor pressures, heats of association, evidence for transitory intermediates, etc.) the utilization of beam techniques is usually elementary.
Category (3) is treated extensively since it is probably the one in
which the molecular beam method can make its greatest contribution
to chemistry. Diffraction experiments are only mentioned, and the
subject of elastic collisions is treated in outline, but the coverage of
other topics is intended to be essentially complete.
Sampling of Chemical Systems
Freedom from collision is obtained in a molecular beam by maintaining at the source the conditions of pressure and orifice dimensions
which ensure effusive flow. Whether the effusing molecules are collimated to a beam or not, the absence of collisions beyond the orifice
makes those molecules in many cases a representative sample of the
system in the source. Thus the flux of molecules is proportional to the
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concentration in the source, the composition of the beam (corrected
for effusive mass separation) is a sample of the vapor composition, and
the distribution of the energy among the molecules of the beam
corresponds to that of the vapor, except for the modified distribution
of translational energy (and barring emission or absorption of radiation
outside the orifice). Also, if the source is a reacting gas mixture, an
effusing beam may contain detectable amounts of transitory intermediates.
The first example of such sampling by a collimated beam appears to
have been Stern's experiment on velocity distribution,5 carried out in
1920. Later experiments have provided data of direct chemical
interest. Improvements in resolution have permitted the analysis of
the composite velocity distribution of beams containing polymeric
species, and thus the measurement of the degree and, by temperature
variation, of the heat of vapor association.6'7»8 Diamagnetic dimeric
molecules in a vapor of paramagnetic atoms may be analyzed magnetically to the same end.9»10
Measurement of vapor pressure by effusive sampling (without collimation) predates the complete molecular beam technique, going
back to the work of Knudsen. 11 The variations that have been used
go all the way from true, collimated molecular beams to a simple
heated wire in vacuo. 12 The particular advantage of effusive sampling
appears at high temperatures, where materials for other types of
manometers are lacking. An extreme example is the determination of
the heat of sublimation of carbon, 13 and the numerous experiments on
this subject attest also to the principal difficulty of the method, the
necessity for knowledge of the species in the vapor.
If one component is non-volatile 14 or can be distinguished from the
others,15 partial vapor pressures may be measured, and the relevant
partial thermodynamic quantities for solid or liquid solutions determined.
The sampling of equilibrium systems in this way is now so wellestablished that the principal interest is in the various thermodynamic
quantities thus determined, and their relation to other chemical
variables. More than this outline would therefore be out of place.
The sampling by effusion of reacting systems is less well-developed,
largely because of the difficulty of detecting and measuring the small
quantities of short-lived species available. Also, the spectroscopic
methods available for various species are often selective enough not to
require isolation of the molecule (e.g. free-radical) from its environment. There are, however, many cases for which spectroscopic
analysis in situ lacks the required sensitivity or selectivity. Mass
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spectroscopy offers high sensitivity and often good selectivity, and
when applied to a reacting system almost always involves effusive
sampling. This method was first applied to thermal reactions and to
flames, by Eltenton. 1 6 It has been used in photochemistry, both with
steady illumination, 17 and recently, with rapid mass scanning, for
following flash photolysis. 18 Catalytic reactions have also been
studied. 19 The most thorough-going adoption of the molecular beam
technique for this purpose is the work of Foner and Hudson, 2 0 in
which a collimated, modulated beam is the sample for the mass
spectrometer. Improvements in details of the technique may make
possible in-flight separation of excited states and measurement of
energies of stable products to add wanted details to our knowledge of
reaction mechanisms. The complications attendant on the multiplecollision source make the interpretation in fine detail more difficult
than with reactions between crossed molecular beams, but the results
for that same reason are more directly representative of the situation
in ordinary gaseous reactions.
Molecular Collisions
The essence of chemistry is chemical reaction, and it has been realized
for at least thirty years 21 that the molecular collisions which lead to
reaction could be studied almost ideally by molecular beams. The
principal obstacle to such studies has been the problem of detection,
and this has been severe enough that only a few actual reaction studies
have been attempted under beam conditions. Experiments with less
specific chemical requirements, such as elastic scattering, have been
more tractable, and the results have important application to the
macroscopic properties of gases as well as to intermolecular forces.
Collision experiments in which one component is a solid surface are
made easier by the higher rate and the sharp localization of the
collisions, and a variety of chemically interesting experiments has been
performed in this field. Because of the wide use of the surface ionization
gage in molecular beam work, gas-surface interactions resulting in
ionization are particularly interesting.
Gas-Surface Interactions
In studies of the interaction of gas molecules with solid surfaces,
molecular beam techniques can be used in many cases to simplify
experimental conditions and the interpretation of results. It is desirable
to be able to observe the consequences of single collisions of particles
in well defined energy states with uncontaminated surfaces of known
composition and temperature, conditions closely approximated if the
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gas source is a molecular beam and the solid surface is maintained in a
high vacuum.
Studies of diffraction of molecular beams from crystal surfaces have
confirmed the concept of the associated de Broglie wavelength. The
observation of anomalous behavior in the diffraction of inert gases
from alkali halide lattices has led to a theory of selective van der Waals
adsorption which has had wide application to this type of adsorption
phenomenon.22 This work has been well recorded and summarized
in books by Fraser1 and Massey and Burhop.23
Fraser also summarized the beam experiments done prior to 1931 on
reflection, adsorption, condensation, and surface migration. The
chemists' interest in these fields lies primarily in the forces involved in
energy exchange, chemisorption, nucleation and surface catalysis. It
should be noted that the theoretical explanation of these phenomena,
with the possible exception of those involving simple van der Waals
interaction,24 is still in a considerable state of flux and only in recent
years have the experimental techniques been developed to the extent
where some quantitative information has become available. The
principal difficulty has always been in obtaining truly clean surfaces
since the effect of even a monolayer of adsorbate is sometimes sufficient
to mask the true nature of the substrate. For example, in condensation
from the gas phase there are two distinct types of interaction. If the
heat of adsorption is large, as in the case of a metal atom on a metallic
surface, the surface mobility is small and deposition may take place
uniformly without exhibiting any critical phenomena. If, on the other
hand, the surface-adsorbate interaction is small, as would be the case
of a metal atom on a metal surface covered by adsorbed gas, surface
mobility exists and nucleation is required for observable condensation,
i.e. there may exist a critical flux below which no condensation can
occur.
For investigating metal-metal interactions, Yang, Simnad and
Pound25 used a radio-tracer technique to measure the condensation
coefficients of an atomic silver beam on four metallic substrates. They
found that the coefficients varied from 1.0 on silver to 0.64 on nickel
and that these coefficients could be related almost linearly to the lattice
mismatch of the silver atom to the substrate lattice. In another paper
by Yang and co-workers,26 the effect of substrate disregistry on the
nucleation of sodium crystals was not too well demonstrated, although
the effect did start to appear as the surface temperature was increased,
perhaps indicating desorption of a contaminant.
The effect of surface impurities was also demonstrated by Frauenfelder,27 using radio-tracer detection. He showed that the condensation
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coefficients of cadmium and mercury on metallic surfaces could be
changed from less than 0.01 on a mechanically cleaned surface to
approximately 0.3 on a freshly evaporated surface, in agreement with
the earlier qualitative observations of Cockroft28 on cadmium. However, the condensation coefficient for silver changed only slightly,
from 0.3-0.6 on a mechanically cleaned surface to 0.4-0.8 on the
evaporated film. Copper gave coefficients of 0.4 to 0.6 on mechanically
cleaned surfaces. It is interesting to note, both from this work and
from that of Yang et al.9 the contrast between the condensation coefficients of silver and copper, which appear almost independent of
surface treatment, and those of cadmium, mercury, and sodium which
depend strongly on the pretreatment. The former come from the
oven at high temperature (in order to achieve the necessary vapor
pressure), while the latter are obtained at relatively low temperature.
It might, therefore, be conjectured that the reason for this difference
in behavior is that the high-temperature atoms have sufficient kinetic
energy to displace adsorbed gas molecules and interact directly with
the surface while those formed at low temperature are adsorbed on
the gas layer.
Further evidence for the effect of adsorbed gas on the condensation
process may be found in the measured heats of adsorption. Frauenfelder27 measured the heat of adsorption of cadmium on freshly
deposited silver by measurement of the temperature dependence of
the residence time of radio-cadmium, and obtained a value of 1.5-1.7 ev
in qualitative agreement with valence bond theory. The earlier
measurements of Estermann29 and Cockroft30 which gave the very low
values of 0.13 and 0.25 ev, respectively, were probably affected by
adsorbed contaminants, since they also found very low condensation
coefficients.
The radio-tracer method has also been used by Devienne31»32 for
measurement of condensation coefficients of cadmium, antimony, and
gold on various surfaces in varying states of purity. Although the
results reported so far can hardly be considered quantitative, some of
the methods used are noteworthy. For example, to determine the
absolute coefficient independent of beam flux, the beam is directed
through a small orifice into a chamber. The beam then impinges on
the condensing surface at the end of the chamber, and the reflected
atoms are ultimately caught on the wall. The condensation coefficient
can then be obtained by measuring the relative radioactivity on the
condensing surface and the wall. One interesting observation was a
displacement of atoms from a previously deposited film of radioantimony by a beam of non-radioactive antimony in a sort of sputtering
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effect.33 Garin and Prugne 3 4 have reported some results on similar
systems with somewhat more attention given to substrate preparation.
Morgulis 35 has measured the condensation coefficient of strontium
oxide containing Sr 8 9 on degassed tungsten and found a value of 0.1
which increased with degree of surface coverage but was independent
of the angle of incidence. References to other work in this field may
be found in papers by Brewer, 36 Simpson, 37 and Wexler. 38
A different technique was utilized by Bradley and Volans 39 » 40 in
measuring the evaporation coefficient of potassium chloride from single
crystals. (The condition of microscopic reversibility demands that the
evaporation coefficient be identical to the condensation coefficient.) In
this work the authors measured the rate of effusion of KC1 vapor under
two sets of conditions, first, through a small orifice where the rate is
controlled by the vapor pressure, and second, without the orifice with
the rate controlled by evaporation. They found the coefficients to be
0.72 for the (100) and (111) faces, and 0.56 for the (110) face. These
coefficients exhibited no temperature dependence indicating that there
was no activation energy for evaporation. This was somewhat unexpected since there is a 10% difference in the bond distance between
solid and gas. The authors therefore postulated a mobile surface film
with internuclear distance close to that of the gas. A difficulty in the
quantitative interpretation of this work is the now questionable
assumption that the KC1 vapor is completely monomeric. 8 However,
this method does give the desirable conditions of surface purity and
crystal orientation.
Rates of surface migration of condensed atoms have been studied by
Frank, 4 1 who measured the migration of cesium on tungsten oxide by
observing the rate of decrease in photocurrent from a Cs beam deposit,
and by Frauenfelder 27 who measured the spread of radioactivity from
a sharply defined deposit of Cu 6 4 on freshly evaporated silver.
The structure of the films formed by beam deposition and subsequent
surface migration to nucleation sites has been a subject of study for
several investigators. Evidence for these processes was first given by
Estermann, 4 2 who subjected silver beam deposits to ultramicroscopic
examination and found clusters of nuclei consisting of at least 1000
atoms. Cockroft 43 observed that condensed films exhibited colors
characteristic of aggregates of small numbers of atoms. Johnson and
Starky 44 measured the conductivity of deposits of mixed beams to
determine the effect of occluded gas on deposition. In this work they
condensed beams of mercury mixed with H2, O2, A, and CO2. With
H25 O2, and A the deposit gave evidence of random mixing of the Hg
and occluded gas but with CO2 and ionized O2 there was evidence of
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formation of alternate layers. In another work Starky45 observed the
reflectivity of Cd deposits as a function of film growth and inferred
some properties of the condensation process. The most direct work on
the structure of such deposits has been that of Melnikova et al.,Ae who
determined by x-ray analysis the orientation of crystallites of Mg, Zn,
and Cd deposited from a beam. All of these metals crystallize in the
hexagonal system. Using a widely divergent (30°) beam to give a
wide range of angles of incidence, they demonstrated a definite correlation between the angle of incidence and the hexad axis of the
crystallites. At the center, with normal incidence, the hexad axis was
normal to the condensing surface. As the obliquity of incidence
increased so did that of the hexad axis, but the latter was
always more oblique than the angle of incidence. The magnitude of this effect was also found to vary with temperature.
The application of this technique to studies of crystal growth habits
may prove very fruitful.
In the field of surface catalysis, as in other branches of kinetics, the
details of the molecular interactions have had to be inferred from the
results of bulk experiments, complicated especially in this case by the
problem of surface contamination. It has long been recognized that
beam experiments would be of advantage here, but experimental
difficulties have limited them. The first work utilizing beams in this
manner was that of Alyea and Haber 47 who demonstrated that intersecting beams of hydrogen and oxygen did not react unless a silica
surface was placed at the intersection point. Bodenstein48 studied the
catalytic combustion of ammonia on a platinum surface by directing a
very low pressure stream of mixed gas at a heated platinum surface and
freezing out the reaction product at liquid air temperature on the
surrounding walls. Although the beams in these two works were not
in the strictest sense internally collision free, the experiments are noteworthy in that they demonstrate what can be done in a beam study of
two components on a surface.
Rice and Byck49 studied the decomposition of molecular beams of
acetone and of dimethyl mercury on heated platinum, tungsten, and
tantalum. They observed no decomposition on platinum heated to
1600° C. If thermal equilibrium had been reached in the internal
degrees of freedom, the decomposition of dimethyl mercury should
have been observed. This result, therefore, indicates a low accommodation coefficient for internal energy transfer. On tantalum and
tungsten surfaces, however, decomposition did occur with simultaneous
formation of the metal carbide. This might be taken to indicate the
necessity for a surface compound as an intermediate to give the high
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heat of adsorption necessary for long residence time and consequent
transfer of internal energy.
A similar observation was made by Beeck,50 who found no decomposition of pure hydrocarbon beams on a platinum filament at temperatures up to 1600° C, but he found that the addition of small amounts
of water vapor or hydrogen sulfide to the beam caused reaction at
much lower temperatures. Beeck51 proposed that this effect was due
to temporary adsorption of decomposition products of the additives,
which activated the adsorption of the hydrocarbons. It is indeed
unfortunate that these highly interesting preliminary experiments were
never published in detail because it is impossible to evaluate the
validity of some of the surprising conclusions.
In a recent communication, Dewing and Robertson52 suggested the
possibility of studying rates of fast, surface-catalyzed reactions by a
beam method similar to the system used by Clausing53 to measure
surface residence times. In this experiment, a beam is directed normal
to a spot on the surface of a high-speed rotating nickel disc. Molecules
which are adsorbed on the disc are desorbed after traveling through an
angle of rotation determined by their residence time and the angular
velocity of the disc. To determine this angle, a tube is placed close to
the disc surface at a variable lead angle to the impinging beam. If a
molecule should evaporate into the tube, it is pumped away and
collected. The system has been used for measuring residence times of
hydrogen on nickel; at 19° C, the average lifetime after attaining
steady state is 3 x 10 -4 seconds. Since such short lifetimes are measurable, it seems probable that this method can be applied to studying
single steps in heterogeneous reactions.
Further information about these processes can be obtained from a
knowledge of the efficiency of internal energy transfer at the surface.
Beeck54 measured the accommodation coefficients of hydrocarbon
molecules on nickel by passing a beam of known intensity into a
calibrated Stern-Pirani gage. The true pressure in the cavity could be
calculated from its geometry, and the "pressure" indicated by the
gage was then a measure of the thermal conductivity of the gas. This
method gives more accurate information than the usual thermal
conductivity experiment since the very low pressures measurable in
such a gage allow determination of the accommodation on a bare
surface rather than on one which is already covered with adsorbate.
However, since any thermal conductivity measurement gives the total
energy transferred from the surface, this type of measurement alone
cannot separate the relative contributions of translational and internal
modes·
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To distinguish between the efficiencies of energy transfer to translational and internal modes, Sasaki and co-workers55 measured the
total accommodation coefficient of nitrogen on nickel by a conventional thermal conductivity experiment, and attempted to measure
separately the translational component by observation of the momentum transfer from a beam of nitrogen to a nickel vane of a silica
torsion balance. Although, in principle, this method should give the
desired information, it is doubtful if the sensitivity of a torsion balance
is sufficient for this purpose.
Surface Ionization
A phenomenon that has been of great practical service to experimentation with molecular beams is surface ionization. Because ions
can be measured with extreme sensitivity and because surface ionization proceeds at temperatures which provide clean surfaces, the study
of the phenomenon itself can provide chemically interesting data under
nearly ideal conditions. The theoretical treatment for equilibrium
between a metal surface and an ionizable gas embodied in the SahaLangmuir equation can be modified to apply to the beam-filament
arrangement as follows.*
When an electropositive atom is adsorbed on a metallic surface it
may give up an electron to the surface and become a positive ion. The
equilibrium constant may be obtained from a knowledge of the standard
free energy change, and therefore from the heat and entropy of ionization. It can be shown 59 that the heat of reaction in this case is given
by the difference between the energy required to remove an electron
from the atom and that required to remove it from the metal (i.e.
the ionization potential, /, and the thermionic work function, <p).
Since the concentration of electrons in the metal may be considered
constant, the ratio of ions to atoms at the surface is given by
n+/na = (œ+lœa)^-D/JcT

(1)

where ω + /ω α , the ratio of statistical weights for ion and atom, is the
only contribution from the entropy. This expression is valid only if
thermodynamic equilibrium is attained. In the case of a beam of
atoms impinging on a surface where reflection is possible, the ratio of
positive ions (n+) to incident atoms (ni) becomes 60

* More extensive treatments of the general theory may be found in works by
Langmuir and Kingdon,8· Becker67 and Dobretzov.88
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where r^ ra, and r+ are reflection coefficients for incident atom, adsorbed atom and adsorbed ion, respectively. An identical expression
can be derived for the process of negative surface ionization, in which
an adsorbed electronegative atom may remove an electron from the
surface to form a negative ion, the controlling factor in this case being
the atom electron affinity, A, instead of the ionization potential. In
the case of molecules striking a surface and dissociating, the observed
ion current is characteristic of the atoms formed on the surface by
decomposition.
The principal interest in surface ionization from the molecular beam
standpoint has been in its use as a detector, 61 an application that has
been well-summarized elsewhere.4 The same qualities valuable here
are of service also in the use of surface ionization sources for mass
spectrometry. 62
The use of this effect in studies of adsorption dates from the major
work of Langmuir, Kingdon, 56 and Taylor 63 on cesium-tungsten.
These experiments demonstrated very well the special qualities of
surface ionization as a tool for the study of surface phenomena. Since
positive-ion currents can be measured with great sensitivity, the
method can follow surface coverage down to very low values. And,
since the phenomenon occurs at high temperature on refractory
metals, surface contamination can be minimized at quite modest
vacua, for the fractional surface coverage, 0, is determined by the
balance between incoming molecules (flux = n) and the rate of
desorption characterized by the mean residence time, r, according to
θ = τη/Ν

(3)

where N is the number of adsorption sites. The coverage can therefore
be reduced either by lowering the flux, by reducing the ambient
pressure, or by lowering the residence time by raising the surface
temperature, T, since
T=ToeAHa/kT

(4)

where TO is the period of vibration of the adsorbed molecule normal to
the surface and Δ/7 α is the heat of adsorption. 64
The simplest system that can be studied by this method is the interaction of a metal atom with a surface. Since it has been demonstrated
that the ion yield for all alkali metal atoms incident on a tungsten
surface follows the Saha-Langmuir equation with no observed reflections, 60 time-dependent ion current measurements can be used to
study directly the kinetics of these adsorption processes.
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The first work of this type was done by Evans, 6 5 who exposed a
heated tungsten surface to an alkali beam but maintained the electric
field such that no ions could leave the surface. After steady state had
been reached, the polarity was reversed and the positive ion current
recorded on an oscillograph. Starodubtsev 6 6 and Knauer 6 7 used
variations of a modulated beam technique in which the beam is pulsed
by a rotating shutter, and the positive ion current displayed on an
oscilloscope. The decay of the signal after the shutter has closed will
indicate the residence time of the ion on the filament. As may be
seen in Eq. (4), the ion current should decay exponentially, and a
measurement of the mean residence time as a function of temperature
will give an experimental heat of adsorption. A theoretical value can
be calculated from the ionic radius, since in this case the heat of adsorption is due principally to the electrostatic attraction of the positive
ion to a mirrored negative charge induced in the surface of the metal. 5 6
T h e results of the three different experiments and of the calculation
are given in Table 1.
TABLE

1

HEATS OF ADSORPTION OF ALKALI M E T A L IONS ON TUNGSTEN

Ion

Ionic
radius 68

Calc.

Li+
Na+
K+
Rb+
Cs+

0.60
0.95
1.33
1.48
1.69

6.00
3.79
2.70
2.43
2.13

Heat of adsorption (ev)
Evans
Starodubtsev
—
2.43
2.14
1.81

3.3
2.55
—
—

Knauer
—
—
2.9
—
3.6

The deviations of the results from theoretical values may be due
either to experimental effects (as must certainly be the case for
Knauer's value for Cs+, since the energy should decrease with increasing
radius) or to the presence of surface forces not taken into account in
the simple theory. This subject is presently being studied by Hughes
and Levinstein, 69 who have reported some preliminary results on the
rubidium-tungsten system using a modulated beam technique on
oriented single crystals of tungsten.
T h e behavior of the alkali metals on platinum was found by Datz
and Taylor 6 0 to exhibit somewhat more complex behavior in that the
ionization efficiency was less than that predicted from Eq. (1). This
was attributed to a partial reflection of the incident atoms. T h e
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reflection coefficient (r<) was shown to vary with the ionization potential
of the alkali atom, increasing to a maximum at potassium and displaying a distinct minimum at sodium. The explanation advanced to
explain these results is as follows. A high probability of electron
transfer from the adatom into the metal exists only if there is an empty
level in the surface states of the metal having an energy corresponding
to the electronic ground state of the adatom. Platinum, with its outer
electronic configuration of 6s 5rf9, might be expected to possess only a
few such levels. The minimum reflection at sodium may then correspond to a suitable vacancy in the platinum surface states, the maximum
at potassium to a lower transition probability because of non-resonance
with that vacancy, and the decline toward cesium either to approach
to another vacancy, or to the increasing driving force associated with
the decreasing ionization potential.
An unusual observation was made by Dobretzov and co-workers,70
who measured the ionization efficiexicy of calcium and magnesium on
thin films of their oxides on tungsten. Measurement of the temperature
dependence of the electron emission from these wires indicated a work
function very close to that of pure tungsten, but the ionization efficiency
was found to be very much larger than the value expected from Eq. (1).
Sodium and lead did not show a correspondingly high ionization
efficiency, indicating an interesting chemical specificity, but lack of
quantitative data precludes any detailed discussion.
For the surface ionization of the alkali halides, there is abundant
evidence that the mechanism involves the dissociation of the halide on
the surface followed by surface migration and re-evaporation of the
fragments. The simplest case to discuss is that in which all of the steps
are in chemical and thermal equilibrium (a thermodynamic treatment
of this process has been given elsewhere.59»71) In this case the positive
ion yield is given by the Saha-Langmuir equation using the ionization
potential of the alkali atom and the work function proper for the site of
desorption, which may be bare or may be covered with the adsorbed
halogen. The ionization efficiencies of the potassium halides (Cl, Br,
and I) on pure tungsten at high temperatures ( > 1800° K) are essentially identical to that of elemental potassium.72»73 However, as the
temperature is decreased there is an increase in efficiency over the
expected value, indicating the formation of a surface of higher work
function due to partial coverage with adsorbed halogen. Similar
observations on the sodium halides74 indicate partial surface coverage
to even the highest temperatures. Without a knowledge of the heat of
adsorption of the alkali at these sites, a precise calculation of the
surface coverage is not possible, since the sites with the lowest heat of
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adsorption will contribute more than their share to the observed ionatom ratio. However, it is interesting to note that the degree of surface
coverage of tungsten by iodide is larger than that by chloride or bromide, which are almost identical, and that fluoride (judged by results
on KF) 7 3 gives an even greater coverage, which, moreover, extends up
to 2400° K.
These results may have a bearing on the observations of Trischka,
Marple and White, 75 who measured the efficiency of negative ionization of the cesium halides on thoriated tungsten. They found qualitative agreement with the values expected from the electron affinities for
chlorine, bromine, and iodine, but found no evidence for fluoride ion
emission even though this ion should have shown the highest yield.
The formation of a stable, high-work-function fluoride film would have
given the observed effect.
Further evidence for dissociation preceding ionization was found by
Ionov, 76 who, in measuring the electron affinity of chlorine, found that
the ion yield on tungsten of the alkali chlorides was independent of the
cation (Na, K, Rb, or Cs). This also indicates no appreciable coverage
by the alkali metal after dissociation.
In order to obtain ionization characteristic of the equilibrium state,
it is first necessary for the impinging molecule to have a sufficiently
strong interaction with the surface. There is now good evidence that
this is not true in all systems. Datz and Taylor 73 have observed that
the potassium halides are reflected from a platinum surface before
dissociation can take place. This reflection amounts to more than 99%
for the chloride, bromide, and iodide, and 75% for the fluoride.
In a recent paper, Klemperer and Hershbach 77 have proposed that
the rate of dissociation of lithium chloride (and hence its ionization
efficiency) at an oxygenated tungsten surface is a function of the
vibrational state of the molecule. This argument is based on the
experimental observations of Marple and Trischka78 on the radio
frequency spectrum of lithium chloride. In this experiment, separate
resonances were observed for four different vibrational states, v = 0,
1, 2, 3, but the relative populations of these states, as indicated by the
ion current, did not correspond to the population distribution calculable
from the measured oven temperature. Instead, the ratio of observed
to expected relative ion currents increased with increasing vibrational
quantum number from a value of 1 (normalized) for v = 0 to 1.4,
2.0 and 2.9 for v = 1,2, and 3, respectively. To explain this, Klemperer
and Hershbach considered the dissociation in terms of a stepwise
excitation of vibrational levels of the molecule at the surface and
showed that the probability of dissociation before desorption should
M
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be higher for vibrationally excited molecules. The values of the ratios
calculated from this model gave good agreement with the experimental
results. This approach may, in the future, yield much information on
the role of vibrational states in reaction kinetics.
Gas-Gas Interactions
A complete understanding of the mechanics of chemical reactions
depends ultimately on our knowledge of the forces experienced by
potentially reactive molecules. Although in principle all of these interactions are exactly calculable from the quantum mechanics, the
mathematical difficulties of this approach cause us to rely on empirical
evidence. The bulk of our knowledge of intermolecular potentials has
come from statistical interpretations of macroscopic equilibrium and
transport properties, and in the case of reactive collisions from measurements of reaction rates as a function of temperature. The possibility of
gaining additional information from studies of the effects of single
collisions on molecules contained in unidirectional beams of controlled
energy has been the motivation for the investigations that will be
discussed.
The forces involved may be divided into three groups: first, the
relatively long-range attractive forces which arise from the interactions
of permanent or induced electric dipoles; second, the short-range Pauli
repulsive forces caused by electron overlap; third, the complex interactions involved in chemically reactive collisions.
Since the molecular beam method allows measurement of very small
deflections, the collision cross section defined by a measurement of the
attenuation of a well-defined beam passing through a gas-filled
scattering chamber is a measure of the maximum interaction sphere
between two molecules. This maximum interaction sphere is determined by the van der Waals attractive potential of the form V(r) ~
—C/r6. Massey and Mohr 79 have shown that the constant, C, is
derivable from a measurement of the total cross section. The numbers
obtained from measured collision radii of alkali atoms in rare gases
have been found to be in good agreement with the values calculated
from the polarizabilities of the atoms. These results are well covered
in other works2»4»23 and will not be repeated here. However, it may be
noted that all the collisions studied thus far have been between atoms
or non-polar molecules, in which C is determined exclusively by dispersion forces. It is therefore suggested that valuable information on the
coupling of dipole-dipole, dipole-induced dipole, and induced dipoleinduced dipole forces could be gained from measurements of beam
collision cross sections in which either one or both of the colliding
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species has a sufficiently large permanent dipole moment to contribute
appreciably to the total potential.
If the velocity of the beam is increased above the thermal range, the
total cross section becomes less affected by the weak van der Waals
attraction and is defined more by the repulsive overlap forces. Amdur
and his co-workers have developed techniques for measurement of
total scattering cross sections for such high-velocity (200 to 2000 ev)
atomic beams. The beam is obtained by the electron attachment
neutralization of an ion beam extracted from an arc source. The
resultant atom beam is then passed through a scattering chamber and
is detected by a thermoelement consisting' of either a vacuum thermopile or a bolometer.
The first work of this type was done in an apparatus designed by
Amdur and Pearlman 80 on the systems He-He, 81 A-A, 82 H-H2, 83,84
and D-D2. 84 A much improved apparatus 85 was constructed in which
beam profiles could be measured, and the results reported from this
machine are summarized in Table 2, where the parameters K and S
are related to the potential by V(r) = Kjrs(erg) and r (in Â) refers to
the range of internuclear distances over which the measurements were
made.
TABLE

2

PARAMETERS DEFINING REPULSIVE POTENTIALS

(Amdur and co-workers)

System
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

He-He
Ne-Ne
A-A
Kr-Kr
Xe-Xe
He-H
He-A
Ne-A
He-N 2
A-N 2
N 2 -N 2

K
7.55
5.00
1.36
2.55
1.33
3.75
9.95
1.01
1.19
1.21
9.54

xlO"12
xl0~ 1 0
xlO" 9
xlO- 1 0
xlO" 8
xlO- 1 2
xlO" 11
xlO" 9
xlO- 1 0
xlO- 9
xlO" 10

S

r(A)

Reference

5.94
9.99
8.33
5.42
7.97
3.29
7.25
9.18
7.06
7.78
7.27

1.27-1.59
1.76-2.13
2.18-2.69
2.42-3.14
3.01-3.60
1.16-1.17
1.64-2.27
1.91-2.44
1.79-2.29
2.28-2.83
2.43-3.07

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
94
94

These results are entirely consistent with potential functions for the
same systems at larger distances, derived from gas compressibility and
viscosity and from crystal properties, and are in reasonable agreement
with theory in those cases for which calculations are possible.86*92 It
is noteworthy that the potential functions of mixed systems can apparently be defined by the geometric mean of the potentials for the homo-
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geneous systems. This postulate, together with a theoretical model for
the center of force in the N2 molecule, was used in calculating the
N2-N2 potential from H e - N 2 and A-N 2 . 9 4
T h e use of molecular beam techniques for studies of homogeneous
chemical reactions has long been proposed as a means for separating
the individual steps involved in observable chemical reactions. However, since most reactions have an activation energy which is high
compared to the average collision energy in thermal systems, and since
a large number of reactions have appreciable entropies of activation,
the probability of reaction on single collision is bound to be small.
Therefore, if one hopes to observe the effect of single collisions, one
must either choose systems of low activation energy or supply additional
energy to one of the reactants.
T h e initial impetus for studying reactions with beams came from
attempts to test the now defunct "Radiation Hypothesis" for unimolecular chemical reactions. 95 This theory postulated that the
activation energy was not supplied by collisions but instead by absorption of infrared radiation from the walls of the reaction vessel.
The experiments consisted of measuring the degree of chemical
change occurring in a beam of reactant that had been exposed to
thermal radiation upon passing through a heated tube. Thus,
Kröger 9 6 looked for an attenuation of an iodine beam due to dissociation in flight, Mayer 9 7 » 9 8 attempted to determine the degree of
internal racemization of pinene by polarimetric analysis of the beam
deposit, and Rice, Urey, and Washburne 9 9 tried to measure the dissociation of nitrogen pentoxide by determining the amount of nitrite
formed from a beam deposit. In all these cases negative results were
recorded, and although some objections have been raised to their
validity, 1 they helped to contribute to the demise of the "Radiation
Hypothesis".
In the field of bimolecular chemical reactions, most of the beam work
thus far has given very poor results, due either to poor choice of systems or to incorrect interpretation of the results. T h e first work of
this type was done by Kröger, 9 6 who attempted to measure reactions
occurring at the intersection of a beam of cadmium with a beam of
iodine or sulfur. T h e degree of reaction was estimated by two
different techniques: first, by measuring the amount of product
deposited in an angle between the two beams, and second, by using
the rate of evaporation of liquid oxygen surrounding the reaction
vessel to measure the heat liberated in the reaction. Unfortunately,
the limitations of chemical analysis led him to raise the intensity too
far for good definition, and the excessive elastic scattering probably
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masked any reaction products. This type of reaction seems also a poor
choice for study. The activation energy should be appreciable since
both of the reaction partners are electronically non-degenerate and the
attainment of the intermediate state should at the least require electronic
excitation of one of the valence electrons of the cadmium. In addition,
the formation of Cdl2 on collision would not occur without a three-body
collision to remove the energy of reaction, and only the formation of
the sub-halide (Cdl), by exchange, would be possible.
TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF GROSS SECTIONS BY SASAKI (S) WITH THOSE OF ROSIN AND
R A B I AND ROSENBERG

Atom
Beam

Na

Scattering Gross sectionL (A)«
gas
(S)
(R)
Ne
A
N2

oCl22
K

H2
A
N2

oCl,2

(R)

Reference
(S)
(R)
103
103

213
401
132
118
78.8
191
452
467
460
571

105
105
106
198
587
613

107,108,109
107,108,109
107,108,109
107,108,109
109

104
104
104

Sasaki and his co-workers have reported observations on a large
number of potentially reactive systems. The motivation for this work
was the extremely high collision yield obtained for alkali metal-halogen
reactions by dilute flame and diffusion flame techniques,100 which
indicated that the reaction cross section was somewhat higher than the
kinetic theory cross section.101 Sasaki, therefore, set out to measure the
absolute beam collision cross sections of these components with the
hope of observing larger cross sections than the predicted values.
However, even if these large reaction cross sections exist, they still are
smaller than the elastic scattering cross sections defined by a beam experiment. Hence, these measurements do not indicate any features of the
reactive collision except that the molecules do not react outside the
sphere of influence of van der Waals forces. A further demonstration of
this was an experiment in which the relative cross section of sodium with
naphthalene and with iodine was found to be in agreement with the gas
kinetic ratio. 102 The cross sections observed by Sasaki are shown in
Table 3 together with some values on comparable systems by Rosin
and Rabi, 103 and by Rosenberg.104
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Where the same pairs of molecules were measured by both sets of
investigators, the cross sections by Sasaki, et al., are lower, perhaps
because of poorer angular resolution. A much greater disparity can be
seen by extrapolation to exist between the sodium cross sections of the
two groups. Since the values of Rosin snd Rabi are consistent with
calculations from polarizability 4»23 as well as being internally consistent, one can only suppose some systematic error to exist in Sasaki's
measurements. The lack of detail in his publications make it fruitless
to speculate on the cause.
I n a conceptually interesting experiment, Nishibori and Sasaki 110 » 111
claim to have observed evidence for an extraordinarily large cross
section for reaction of beams of vibrationally excited iodine molecules
with mercury. I n this work, a molecular beam of iodine was crossed at
right angles with a beam of light, or with an atomic beam of mercury,
or with both simultaneously. T h e vibrational excitation of the symmetric iodine molecule was induced by electronic excitation with
light, followed by fluorescence to excited vibrational levels in the
electronic ground state. When the iodine molecular beam was crossed
with a light beam, there was an observable attenuation (0.4%) which
was attributed to dissociation. T h e relative cross sections of the
vibrationally excited and of the normal molecules were determined by
measuring the attenuation obtained from a cross beam of mercury with
the light beam on and off. T h e total attenuation was found to be
greater than the sum of the individual attenuations due either to
mercury or to light alone. From this, the ratio of collision diameters
for excited to ground state iodine molecules in mercury was found to
b e : σ/ 2 # /σ/ 2 = 2.56. The authors postulated that this enormous increase might be attributed to a large cross section for chemical reaction
in the excited state. However, the precision claimed (1 part in 105) is
completely unwarranted by the experimental arrangement, involving
a quartz torsion balance detector, and a reasonable estimate of the
experimental error would barely allow observation of the attenuation
by light and would completely mask any determination of relative
cross sections.
Recently some studies have been made on the initiation of elementary
chemical processes by passing a high-temperature molecular beam
into a low-temperature reaction gas, thereby supplying extra collision
energy to an otherwise metastable system. In the experimental arrangement used by Martin and co-workers, the beam is formed in a hightemperature oven and enters a glass reaction vessel, the walls of which
are held at room temperature. The gas with which the beam is to
collide flows through the reaction vessel at a pressure such that a beam
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molecule makes only one collision on the average before hitting the
wall, where it is presumably deactivated. T h e gas is frozen out in a
trap after flowing through the reaction vessel, and the amount of
reaction determined by chemical analysis. Using this system, Martin
and Meyer 112 have studied the unimolecular decomposition of CIO2
induced by collision with molecular beams of I2 and of C2F3CI3. T h e
postulated mechanism for the homogeneous decomposition is the initial
activation of CIO2 by collision with the high-temperature beam
molecule
CIO2 + M ->C10 2 * + M

(1)

followed by unimolecular decomposition
C10 2 * ->Cl + 0 2 .

(2)

The chlorine atom is then adsorbed at the wall where it combines with
another chlorine atom and leaves the reaction vessel as CI2. T h e
observed collision yield at first increased with increasing beam temperature, but began to fall off near 700° K. This surprising decline is
totally inexplicable by a simple mechanism, and is attributed by the
authors to the possible formation of a metastable excited state of the
molecule. Since the walls are undoubtedly covered with adsorbed
GIO2, it is unfortunate that this method does not eliminate the possibility of wall reactions. Thus the reactions
M + C10 2 (adsorbed) -> M + Cl + 0 2

(3)

Cl + C10 2 (adsorbed) -> Cl 2 + 0 2

(4)

and

may occur, and the anomalous behavior of the collision yield may be
the result of a complex chain reaction involving steps at the wall.
Similar objections can be raised to results of the work by Martin and
Diskowski, 113 who reacted a high-temperature beam of hydrogen atoms
(from thermal dissociation of H2) with chlorine gas to study the
reaction
H + CI2 ^ H C 1 + C1.

(5)

They calculated an activation energy of 9.4 kcal/mol from measurements of the collision yield at two beam temperatures. The possible
competing and complicating wall reactions occurring here are those of
the hydrogen beam atom with an adsorbed chlorine molecule
H + Cl 2 (adsorbed) -> HC1 + Cl

(6)
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and of the chlorine atom formed by either reaction (5) or (6) with an
adsorbed hydrogen atom.
A mechanical method for activation of fast reactions has been
developed by Bull and Moon.114 Gas molecules are accelerated by
momentary contact with the tip of a rotating blade and are then
collimated into a high-velocity pulsed beam. Peripheral velocities of up
to 105 cm sec -1 are attainable in such a device, and heavy molecules
such as carbon tetrachloride traveling at this velocity carry energies of
the order of 10 kcal/mol. The experiment reported employed a
pulsed, accelerated beam of CCI4 and an ionization gage as detector.
The latter was biased to measure electrons and negative ions, and the
pulse shape and transit time of the excess current due to negative ions
were observed on an oscilloscope triggered by the source rotor. A
scattering region, previously evacuated, was then filled with Cs
vapor, the detector polarity was reversed to measure positive-ion
current from surface ionization, and the pulses arising from Cs or
CsCl scattered forward into the detector were examined. The relative
pulse transit times were interpreted as indicating considerable reaction,
but the absence of direct differentiation between Cs and CsCl was
recognized as an obfuscating factor. The use of a differential surface
ionization detector115 might help to bring to realization the potentialities of this method of activation.
A crossed-beam method was employed by Taylor and Datz 115 in
studying the reaction of potassium and hydrogen bromide, which had
been thought to proceed on every collision.100 In this work, in-flight
detection of the collision product was made possible by the use of a
surface ionization gage containing a platinum and a tungsten filament.
The tungsten surface ionized the reaction product (KBr) and the
elastically scattered potassium with nearly equal efficiency, while the
platinum surface ionized essentially only the unreacted potassium. The
flux of KBr at any angle could therefore be obtained from measurements with each of the filaments and a knowledge of the relative
efficiencies for ionization. The total yield of KBr could be obtained by
integration of these measurements over the proper angular region.
Measurement of this yield as a function of beam temperatures and use
of the proper distribution function for energies of collision yielded the
activation energy (3.4 kcal/mol). Measurement of the total collision
cross section and the reaction yield, combined with an estimate of the
kinetic theory cross section, yielded the conventional steric factor
(~0.1). Measurement of the angular distribution of the product
permitted a qualitative interpretation of the configuration of the
reaction intermediate. A detailed comparison of the angular distri-
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bution of reaction product with that predicted by models for the
activated complex appears to be impossible without more nearly monoenergetic collisions. Some improvement can be made fairly easily by
monochromatization of one component at high energy and reduction of
the energy spread of the other by holding its source at low temperature.
Use of the crossed-beam technique to study the details of combustion
reactions of interest in rocket propulsion was proposed recently by
Sänger-Bredt 116 in a review of experimental methods in high-temperature reaction kinetics.
Now that several experiments attest the feasibility of using molecular
beams in chemical kinetics, it may be worth while to suggest directions for
future research. Two general lines of development seem to be indicated.
First is the use of as much of the beam technique as possible on a variety
of reactions, in order to give, if only qualitatively, a comparison, over a
range of reactions, of activation energies and steric factors measured
under these unambiguous conditions, and of angular distributions,
which can be measured only by the crossed-beam technique. The
chief problem here is detection, but there is a whole host of reactions 117
for which the differential surface ionization gage 115 may suffice, and
there is hope of extending this method and the "universal" (massspectrometric) detector 4 to other systems. Some of these reactions may
be suitable for partial energy selection, and some perhaps for photoexcitation of particular energy states, while in others some energy analysis of a product species may be possible.
The second line is to apply the complete molecular beam technique
to a single reaction simple enough that complete calculations from
first principles are available for comparison with experiment. This
effectively limits the possible reactants to hydrogen atoms, ions and
molecules and suggests two possible reactions
H + D2 = HD + D
and
H+ + D 2 = H D + D+.
These appear feasible, and are presently under study. 118
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